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ABSTRACT

Online users are becoming increasingly dependent on Web services in choosing among products and services. This recent trend is motivated by the integration of conversational agents which took the human-machine interaction to unprecedented levels of ease, using natural language as a communication medium. Given the success of these systems, users are constantly switching to experiential search, providing utterances that are intrinsically subjective such as looking for a restaurant with a romantic ambiance, creative cooking or nice staff. Current Web services are unfortunately unable to decipher the subjective signals present in user utterances and only support objective attributes that are listed in service descriptions (e.g., restaurant address, cuisine, price range).

To make the most of dialog systems, they must be able to detect subjective attributes in user utterances and filter responses according to user subjective preferences. This paper presents a framework and techniques that augment conversational search services with capabilities to understand and reason about subjective user utterances. We propose novel subjective tag-based indexing of information services. We discuss automatic subjective tag extraction from both user utterances and online reviews using state of the art machine learning techniques such as BERT, adversarial training and data programming. Experiments show that the proposed techniques outperform existing information retrieval systems and the search mechanisms provided by well-known web search services such as Yelp.

1 INTRODUCTION

Digital services and online reviews are widely used in day-to-day decisions [14], such as providing recommendations or opinions regarding which restaurant to eat, which research paper to read or even who to vote for in elections. When we make decisions, recent studies show that we are prone to lean toward subjective data focusing on past experiences rather than relying solely on objective information (e.g., type of food served by a restaurant or an address of a restaurant) [31]. For example, when we set out to choose between two restaurants, we are attracted by the ones offering great experiences such as delicious food, brilliant atmosphere, friendly staff or romantic ambiance in addition to deciding based on factual information such as restaurant locations or specific types of cuisine [39]. Often, we find experiential and subjective information in online reviews because they reflect user opinions and experiences [14]. Techniques from opinion mining and information retrieval (IR) [32] can be used to extract knowledge from reviews. However, such techniques usually lack the necessary precision to obtain meaningful and accurate subjective information due to their keyword-based search nature [31]. On the other hand, online reviews are expressed in natural language which is very nuanced and intricate, thus needing more effective extraction techniques. In the same line of argument, information retrieval systems are heavily manual for the users given that users need to try different combinations of keywords and query styles before having to compare between the results in a manual and labor-intensive way. Hence, decisions made through traditional information retrieval systems are generally sub-optimal [14].

Capturing and reasoning about subjective information has been explored at various levels [31]. Some techniques explored ratings (e.g., star ratings) to represent aggregated user opinions on entities or services [59]. Rating-based techniques do not consider reviews content but they rather provide aggregated numerical or symbolic values which are hard for users to express accurately. For example, a star rating of three out of five might give the impression that the restaurant is average in all aspects but in reality, it may serve delicious food but employs unhelpful waitstaff, which made the reviewer balance out her final rating. Another line of subjectivity-related research translates numerical attribute values to linguistic values (e.g., translation of prices to linguistic values, such as ("cheap", "fair", "costly", "expensive")) using insights from fuzzy logic [26]. Nonetheless, such methods involve objective attributes, whose values are to be translated into subjective linguistic variations, leaving the space of the inherently subjective attributes untouched.

More recently, [31] proposed techniques extending database systems to account for both objective and subjective attributes and support subjective database queries. Nevertheless, in order to use [31], the database schema, and hence the subjective attributes, must be defined beforehand. Unfortunately, it is not always easy to identify which attributes to include in the schema and what their precise meaning is [14]. Besides, while such extensions [31] augment structured query languages with subjectivity support, they presuppose technical expertise comparable to that of professional database users, who can express (complex) SQL queries. Therefore, there is a need for more advanced techniques to empower all users to benefit from subjectivity-aware services in performing their day-to-day activities in a digitally enabled world.

At the same time, conversational Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its instantiation in the form of messaging or chat bots (also
called task-oriented conversational bots) emerged as a new paradigm to naturally access services and perform tasks through natural language (text or voice) conversations with software services and humans. Thousands of bots have already been used in a variety of significant use cases, e.g. tourism, travel, office tasks, healthcare, e-commerce, education, and e-government services. On the downside, the current generation of conversational bots does not handle subjective information users ought to include in their utterances and often ignores them, leading to user dissatisfaction.

In this work, we propose SACCS (Subjectivity Aware Conversational Search Service), consisting of a Natural Language Understanding (NLU) framework and techniques, that combine the usefulness of including subjective information in the search utterances and the flexibility of utilizing natural conversations to interact with users. A key feature of SACCs is the ability to automatically and dynamically extract subjective information from user utterances and online reviews without explicitly defining them beforehand. Achieving such an objective faces several difficult issues, the most challenging of which is due to the expressiveness and complexity of natural language, i.e. the same subjective information can be expressed using various phrases. For instance, both "The food is phenomenal", "very tasty plates of food" or "Really good food" denote the deliciousness of food. To address this issue, we introduce the concept of subjective tags.

Briefly stated, a subjective tag denotes subjective information in user utterances and online reviews. For example, the review sentence "This restaurant serves really good food and the service is really quick" is tagged with [delicious food, quick service] subjective tags. The use of tags provides a powerful mechanism to reason about subjective information in user utterances and online reviews (e.g., organization, navigation, summarization, matching and understanding of subjective information). Building upon advances in opinion extraction, in our approach a subjective tag is represented as concatenation of an aspect term and an opinion term [32]. The aspect term denotes the feature being described and the opinion term characterizes this feature. For example, delicious food is a subjective tag wherein food is the aspect while delicious is the opinion. SACCS marks each review with a corresponding set of subjective tags.

In this paper we make the following contributions to overcome challenges related to extracting subjective tags from user utterances and online reviews as well as using them to support subjectivity-aware human-bot natural language conversations:

- We introduce a framework that augments task-oriented dialog systems with subjective filters. Search services are augmented with subjective tag based search and indexing [36]. Each subjective tag in the index is mapped to a list of reviews and entities (e.g. restaurants, books, hotels...).
- We provide a novel subjective tag extraction pipeline that is robust against variations of natural language. Tagging labels each word in a natural language sentence as being either an aspect, an opinion or neither. We train a subjective tag extraction model (called extractor) in an adversarial fashion, wherein the adversary [13, 38] adds informed perturbations to natural language sentences. This allows the tag extraction model to learn the possible variations in language and update its parameters accordingly.
- After the aspects and opinions have been extracted, there is a need to pair each aspect with its corresponding opinion in order to construct subjective tags. We propose two novel heuristics for pairing an aspect to an opinion. These heuristics aim to overcome the limitation of word-based distance approaches for pairing an aspect term to an opinion term [31, 56]. The first heuristic relies on the distance between aspects and opinions in the review parse trees [24, 25, 41]. For example, the opinion professional would be wrongfully paired with the aspect decor in the review "The staff is friendly, helpful and professional. The decor is beautiful" when relying on word distance alone. However, when using a parse tree to represent the above review, the two sentences "The staff is friendly, helpful and professional" and "The decor is beautiful" belong to two separate sub-trees. Consequently, the opinion professional will be closer to the aspect staff than the aspect decor because professional and staff belong to the same sub-tree. While more effective than traditional word distance techniques, this heuristic has the following limitations: (i) In long sentences, the different aspects and opinions may not be separated into their own sub-trees. In this case, this heuristic provides the same result as word distance methods. (ii) The generated parse tree will be incorrect when there are typos or punctuation errors in the review. The second heuristic is proposed to overcome these limitations. It relies on attention mechanism [3, 17, 54] to distribute the attention of an aspect term among the different opinion terms. These heuristics are combined using a data programming paradigm [2, 49] to : (i) pair opinion and aspect terms in natural language sentences in an unsupervised model, or (ii) automatically generate training data from online reviews to build a supervised pairing model.
- We evaluate the performance of the proposed techniques using crowd sourced data. Experiments show that SACCS provides better results than IR systems. Besides, the tagger improves upon state of the art by up to 4.93% in F1 scores while the supervised pairing method adds 3.03 points in accuracy.

This paper is organized as follows: We first discuss related work. We then introduce the architecture of SACCS in Section 3. The extraction of subjective tags is discussed in Sections 4 and 5. Section 4 describes the tagging while Section 5 details pairing. Finally, Section 6 discusses the evaluation of the proposed techniques.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work lies at the intersection of two areas: Subjectivity search, and aspect/opinion extraction.

Subjectivity Search. Despite the overwhelming importance of subjective information in the decision making process, relatively little effort focused on understanding and measuring the effect of subjectivity in user decisions [31]. This task has been traditionally delegated to standard information retrieval systems which provide a keyword-based search, and a synonym expansion at best [36, 52]. Systems that incorporate subjective filters in their data models attracted the attention of the research community only recently. Perhaps the closest work to ours is [31] which aimed to augment traditional database systems with subjective attributes. Their approach is different from ours in that their subjective attributes are part of a database schema itself, which should be explicitly defined by a database designer beforehand. The query interfaces require the users to have precise knowledge...
about source schemas too. In our approach, subjective tags are dynamically extracted from user utterances as they interact with the system, thus increasing flexibility and productivity.

[27] built a tunable high-precision knowledge base with both factual and subjective attributes. To do so, they predefined a list of attributes (e.g., GOOD/view, KID_FRIENDLY, HAS_HIGH_CHAIRS) and asked crowd workers to assess whether an entity (in their case, they used locations in Google Maps) has each attribute or not. They then modeled user consensus with Beta distributions. The major limitation of this approach is the increasing cost of crowd workers when adding new locations, new attributes or even changing the domain. Besides, crowd-sourced data suffers from data quality problems, mainly due but not limited to the inherent subjectivity in the task at hand. Also, the subjective attributes in [27] are set at design time and not learned from user interactions as we do.

Prior works also tackled the problem of subjectivity and opinions in various domains [29, 37, 59]. Most of them capture a narrow aspect of subjectivity by prompting the reviewers to rate the objects they write about. We often find these in e-commerce services in the form of star ratings which aggregate opinions of all sub-parts of the object and act as a proxy for the overall user satisfaction. This suffers from coarse granularity because the star rating skips the details we might be interested in and only gives one global assessment of the reviewer’s true feeling.

Another body of research aims to translate objective facts into subjective phrases [20, 26, 50, 60]. The dominant example is the price which is mapped to a set of subjective phrases such as ‘cheap’, ‘fair’, ‘costly’, ‘expensive’ depending on comparisons between the price value and a set of thresholds. This approach only deals with translating objective attributes whose values are indisputable. It leaves the space of the inherently subjective attributes such as food deliciousness or room cleanliness untouched.

**Aspect Opinion Extraction.** The problem of extracting aspects from review texts is a long standing one in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) literature [32]. However, most previous work focused on identifying the aspects only and measuring their quantitative sentiment polarity (as being positive, negative or somewhere in between). This task is often referred to as Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) [32].

Existing approaches include rule-based, feature-engineering-based and deep-learning-based approaches [56]. In a rule-based approach, to classify the aspect terms as positive or negative, a lexicon is used along with handcrafted sentiment values [18, 19]. Feature-based approaches [22, 30] train a classifier to extract the aspect terms with manually defined features. Both rule-based and feature-based solutions are labor-intensive and highly demanding in terms of effort and time. Deep-learning-based approaches [33, 55, 56], aside from having superior performance than the previous two methods, extend the extraction to opinion terms as well. While [55] used recursive neural networks, [56] employed an attention-based architecture. The motivation behind both approaches is the necessity to link aspects to opinions. [31] employed BERT sentence embeddings [7] with a standard classifier that classifies each word in the sentence into either Aspect, Opinion or Other. In the same spirit, we use BERT as an embedding layer along with a BiLSTM-CRF classification model. We also leverage adversarial training to handle potential variations in the language. Experiments show that SACCS’s extractor yields better performance in various test benchmarks.

### Table 1: An example of an inverted index with degrees of truth for each subjective tag and restaurant pair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Restaurants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>good food</td>
<td>Vue du Monde (0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anchovy (0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pizza Hut (0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nice staff</td>
<td>Vue du Monde (0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pizza Hut (0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>creative cooking</td>
<td>Anchovy (0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pizza Hut (0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kazuki’s (0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast delivery</td>
<td>Anchovy (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pizza Hut (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McDonald’s (0.74)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 SUBJECTIVE TAG BASED INDEXING AND FILTERING IN CONVERSATIONAL SEARCH SERVICES

To describe the pipeline of SACCS, we begin with illustrating how subjective tags are used. We then move on to show how SACCS constructs these tags and how it uses them to answer complex and subjective user utterances. It should be noted that, while the proposed techniques are not domain specific, we choose the restaurants domain as a use case in this paper in order to illustrate the components of the proposed pipeline. We also assume that the underlying dialog system is already equipped with intent recognition [15, 23, 46] and slot filling techniques [4, 12]. Briefly stated, intent recognition allows the identification of user intents from user utterances. For instance, from the following user utterance: ‘I want to eat Italian food near Lyon in a romantic ambiance’, the dialog system identifies that the user is searching for a restaurant. Once an intent is identified, the system also extracts what is called slots (e.g., the type of cuisine (Italian), the location of the restaurant (Lyon)). The chatbot then delegates the search intent to a search API that retrieves a list of restaurants filtered by objective criteria. The goal of SACCS is to re-filter this list to only keep the restaurants which offer a romantic ambiance.

#### 3.1 Subjective Tag Index

In order to use subjective tags, SACCS leverages an inverted index data structure [36]. Table 1 shows a snippet of what the index might look like. Each subjective tag points to a set of entities (in this case restaurants) whose reviews include mentions of the subjective tag. For example, good food in Table 1 points to *Vue du Monde*, Anchovy and Pizza Hut, meaning that the reviews of these restaurants mention the deliciousness of the food cooked there. Also, every entity is accompanied by a degree of truth. Informally, a degree of truth associated to a tag measures the degree of certainty that SACCS exhibits when marking an entity with the tag. In the case of Table 1, *Vue du Monde* is more likely to have a nice staff than *Pizza Hut* (a degree of truth of 0.92 compared to 0.63). The degrees of truth are computed automatically by SACCS.

After collecting the set of subjective tags, SACCS needs to associate each tag with a set of entities, as depicted in Table 1. Association, or mapping, between a tag and an entity is based on similarity scores [53]: SACCS reads online reviews of the entity

---

The degrees of truth reported in the table are for illustration only and do not reflect the quality of these restaurants in the real world.
and extracts all subjective mentions from it. It then proceeds to compute similarities between the subjective tags in the index with those extracted from the reviews. If the similarity exceeds a predefined threshold, SACCs includes the corresponding entity to the index. Figure 1 illustrates this process.

The index in Figure 1 contains two subjective tags: good food and great atmosphere. Suppose we have three entities (E1, E3 and E5) each having only one review. The extractor component extracts subjective tags from the reviews, for instance good food, superb atmosphere, really good ambiance. In the next step, the similarity checker computes similarities between the review tags and the index tags. Each time a similarity exceeds a specified threshold, the indexer adds the corresponding entity to the index along with their degrees of truth as has been explained above.

### 3.2 Filtering

In this section, we provide details about how SACCs utilizes subjective tags to answer users’ subjective utterances.

#### Processing user utterances.

Suppose the user submits a new utterance: "I want an Italian restaurant in Melbourne that serves delicious food and has a nice staff". SACCs forwards this utterance to the underlying dialog system which finds the user intent (in this case searchRestaurant) and calls a corresponding search API (e.g. TripAdvisor, Yelp...). In this example, SACCs expects the API to return the set of restaurants that are in Melbourne and serve Italian food. We call this set \( S_{\text{api}} \). As mentioned before, neither the dialog system nor the search API understand subjective information in the utterance such as delicious food and nice staff, thereby ignoring them completely. SACCs extracts these tags from the utterance and uses them to filter and rank \( S_{\text{api}} \) before showing the final results to the user.

#### Probing the index.

If the subjective tags extracted from the user utterance exist in the index, the corresponding entities with their degrees of truth are directly taken from the index. For instance, in the previous utterance, nice staff exists in the index depicted in Table 1, and thus the matching set (“Vue du Monde”, 0.92), (“Pizza Hut”, 0.63) is extracted as is. We call this set \( S_T \), where \( t_1 = \text{“nice staff”} \).

On the other hand, if the subjective tag is not found in the index, SACCs adds it to the user tag history as discussed in Section 3.1 and Figure 1 for later indexing. However, in order to provide a good answer to the user in real time, SACCs combines mappings of similar tags which are already in the index. To illustrate this, we go back to the previous example. Delicious food does not exist in the index of Table 1, but is similar to good food and creative cooking. In this case, SACCs calculates the union of the mappings corresponding to these two tags and multiply their degrees of truth by the similarity score of delicious food with each of the two subjective tags. Assume that:

\[
s_1 = \text{similarity}(\text{delicious food, good food})
\]

\[
s_2 = \text{similarity}(\text{delicious food, creative cooking})
\]

The set of entities that SACCs finds for delicious food is then:

\[
S_{\text{e2}} = \{ \text{“Vue du Monde”, 0.89}, \text{“Anchovy”, 0.76 + s_2 x 0.94}, \text{“Pizza Hut”, 0.82 + s_2 x 0.34}, \text{“Kazuki’s”, 0.85} \}
\]

---

Figure 1: Architecture of SACCs

---

*Conceptual similarity is outside the scope of this paper and may be subject to another submission.*
Algorithm 1 Filtering & Ranking

1. Let \( u \) be the user utterance
2. Let \( \text{index} \) be the inverted index
3. Let \( \theta_{\text{filter}} \) be the similarity threshold
4. \( S_{\text{api}} \leftarrow \text{search api}(u) \)
5. \( \text{tags} \leftarrow \text{extract tags}(u) \)
6. for \( t \) in \( \text{tags} \) do
7. if \( t \in \text{index}\_\text{keys} \) then
8. \( S_t \leftarrow \text{index}[t] \)
9. else
10. \( \text{similarity}(t, \text{tag}) > \theta_{\text{filter}} \)
11. \( R \leftarrow \bigcap_{t \in \text{tags}} \{ S_{\text{api}}, S_t \} \)
12. Return \( \text{sort(aggregate scores}(R)) \)

3.3 Ranking

\( SACC \) ranks the filtered set of entities according to their degrees of truth across all subjective tags. We identify two situations for ranking.

One subjective tag. If the user expresses a single subjective filter in her utterance, the ranking is straightforward. \( SACC \) sorts the entities according to their degrees of truth in descending order, so that the top results are the ones whose reviews strongly mention the subjective tag.

Many subjective tags. In this case, \( SACC \) has a separate set of entities with their degrees of truth for each subjective tag. However, an entity can belong to many of such sets. Thus, before ranking becomes feasible, \( SACC \) must aggregate the degrees of truth for each entity across all subjective tags. Aggregation is done via computing the arithmetic mean over all tags. We also experimented with other aggregation methods such as the product or min operators, but the arithmetic mean works better in practice. \( SACC \) then sorts the entities in descending order. Algorithm 1 combines the filtering and ranking stages. In line 12, the function \( \text{aggregate scores} \) computes the arithmetic mean of degrees of truth across the tags.

As mentioned before, a subjective tag is the concatenation of two terms: the aspect term and the opinion term. Following previous effort [31], we formulate the task of extracting subjective tags from a given input sentence as a two-stage process: tagging and pairing, as illustrated in Figure 2. Each word in the sentence is first tagged as being an aspect (AS), an opinion (OP) or neither (O). Then, every aspect term gets paired with its corresponding opinion term to build the set of subjective tags from the input sentence. In the following, we describe the techniques we propose for tagging and pairing tasks. We describe tagging in Section 4 and pairing in Section 5.

4 TAGGING

We denote by \( r_i \) a review sentence which consists of a sequence of tokens \( r_i = \{w_{i1}, w_{i2}, ..., w_{in}\} \). We use the IOB encoding scheme [47] with the following classes: B-AS (Beginning of Aspect), I-AS (Inside of Aspect), B-OP (Beginning of Opinion), I-OP (Inside of Opinion) and O (Outside). The set of tags is thus \( L = \{B-AS, I-AS, B-OP, I-OP, O\} \). The objective of tagging is to classify each token \( w_{ij} \) in the sentence \( r_i \) into a class \( c_{ij} \in L \). The components of \( SACC \)'s tagging model are detailed below.

4.1 Baseline for the Tagging Pipeline

Figure 3 depicts the base architecture for tagging words into aspects and opinions. We use BERT [7], the recently-developed language model, as the embedding layer thanks to its proven superior quality when compared to other embedding models [7]. As illustrated in Figure 3, BERT embeddings serve as input to the Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) layer [16], which encodes the past context (all words prior to any given word in the sentence) and the future context (all words following a given word) of each word. Following [8, 35], we encode the text sequence from both left to right (forward) and right to left (backward). We then concatenate the resulting representations to form the final output of the BiLSTM.

Finally, the BiLSTM output flows to the Conditional Random Field (CRF) layer [28], which is paramount to encode dependencies between the different labels of \( L \). For example, I-OP cannot follow I-AS in the label sequence. More generally, I-AS (or I-OP) must either follow B-AS or I-AS (B-OP or I-OP). Given an input sequence \( z = \{z_1, z_2, ..., z_n\} \), CRFs effectively utilize correlations between labels to predict the best label sequence \( y = \{y_1, y_2, ..., y_n\} \). Formally, the conditional probability function of CRFs is given by:

\[
P(y|z, W, b) = \frac{n}{\prod_{k=1}^{n} \psi_i(y_{i-1}, y_{i}, z)} \prod_{y' \in \Gamma(z)} \sum_{y \in \Gamma(y')} \psi(y, y')
\]

where \( \psi_i(y_{i-1}, y_{i}, z) = \exp(W_{y', y'}^T z_{i-1} + b_{y', y}) \) are potential functions to be learned with \( W_{y', y} \) and \( b_{y', y} \) being the weight and bias vectors respectively. Decoding (i.e. solving the tagging task using a CRF layer) consists in finding the best sequence of labels \( y \) that maximizes the log-likelihood given the input sequence \( z \):

\[
y^* = \arg\max_{y \in \Gamma(z)} P(y'|z, W, b)
\]
We also adopt the Viterbi algorithm [10] along with beam search when leveraging both domain- and task-awareness. Experiments might fail to recognize it as an opinion, or even mark $\text{SAACCS}$ vocabulary, thus the tagger might not understand the word altogether. For example, adding to the input sentences can change the meaning dramatically. Natural language is very nuanced, and introducing subtle changes can make the model mislead the trained model [38]. Adversarial examples have long been used to make trained models robust against small input differences and perturbations (noise). It has been shown to provide additional regularization capabilities beyond that brought by the use of dropout alone [13].

We leverage adversarial learning to enhance the robustness of SACCS’s tagger against input noise. We generate adversarial examples that are close to the original inputs and that should share the same label sequence (i.e. aspect/opinion tags), yet are specifically designed to fool the model into tagging them otherwise. The creation of these adversarial inputs is enabled by the introduction of small worst case perturbations bounded by a chosen perturbation set, to decrease the model’s ability to predict correctly. The tagger is then trained on a mixture of clean and adversarial examples to enhance its stability and robustness against potential input perturbation. The objective function is thus the following:

$$\min_{\theta} [\alpha.l(h_\theta(x), y) + (1 - \alpha).\max_{\delta \in \mathcal{A}(x)} l(h_\theta(x + \delta), y)]$$

where $h_\theta$ is the tagging model with $\theta$ being the corresponding parameters. $l$ is the loss function and $\mathcal{A}(x)$ is the set of perturbations allowed for the input sequence $x$. In this work, we use the $l_\infty$ ball: $\mathcal{A}(x) = \{\delta : ||\delta||_\infty < \epsilon\}$ where $\epsilon$ is a hyperparameter to be tuned. Equation 6 assumes the perturbations to be applied directly on the embeddings as has been done in [38]. Solving such an objective function exactly is intractable in complex networks. Consequently, by leveraging Danskin’s theorem [6], we can first solve the inner maximization independently to find $\delta^*$ that maximizes the adversarial loss, and then adding $\delta^*$ to the input to solve the outer minimization objective.

$$\delta^* = \arg\max_{||\delta||_\infty < \epsilon} l(h_\theta(x + \delta), y)$$

$$\min_{\theta} [\alpha.l(h_\theta(x), y) + (1 - \alpha).l(h_\theta(x + \delta^*), y)]$$

Finding an exact solution for $\delta^*$ is also an intractable problem for complex models. We approximate $\delta^*$ by assuming a linear tendency for the adversarial loss inside the norm-ball. We thus use the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) suggested by [13] to find a decent solution in an efficient way. The computation of $\delta^*$ is given by:

$$\delta^* = \epsilon \cdot \text{sign}(g)$$

where $g = \nabla_g l(h_\theta(x + \delta), y)$. In Equation 8, the first loss is the clean loss, while the second loss represents its adversarial counterpart. The parameter $\alpha$ denotes how much weight we give to the adversarial example with respect to the original one. Figure 4 illustrates the entire adversarial learning component.

Figure 3: Sequence tagging model based on BERT + BiLSTM + CRF

We also adopt the Viterbi algorithm [10] along with beam search for efficient decoding of the label sequence.

4.2 Extending the Baseline with Domain Adaptation

In “La carte of this restaurant is a killer”, SACCS should be able to tag la carte as an aspect and a killer as an opinion. However, opinions are mostly adjectives whereas a killer is a noun, thereby SACCS might fail to recognize it as an opinion, or even mark it as an aspect. Moreover, la carte is a rare word in the English vocabulary, thus the tagger might not understand the word altogether. This limitation is largely due to the fact that BERT has been pre-trained on general Wikipedia articles [7]. As a consequence, it does not know that a killer is a widely used idiom in the restaurant jargon to characterize something as overly good. It also ignores that la carte in this case means the menu, which is an important aspect to be extracted. Hence, standard BERT embeddings are blind to the domain and may hinder the tagging performance of SACCS.

To make the embeddings more domain-aware, we follow the guidelines of [58] who post-trained BERT on domain-specific review corpora in order to make it understand opinion text rather than generic Wikipedia articles. We use reviews about restaurants as a post-training dataset in our case. [58] also added another fine-tuning iteration to make BERT aware of the task (e.g. aspect/opinion extraction), but on out-of-domain data. We find that using domain knowledge alone works better in our case than when leveraging both domain- and task-awareness. Experiments show that domain adaptation adds up to 2.93 F1 score points over the baseline.

4.3 Adversarial Learning for Dealing with Language Expressiveness

Natural language is very nuanced, and introducing subtle changes to the input sentences can change the meaning dramatically. For example, adding not before the verb or changing always with never reverse the meaning of the sentences completely. Unfortunately, such changes happen frequently when using the trained model with new sentences, unseen during training. This is particularly alarming when the changes are subtle, or insignificant when assessed by a human evaluator, for example changing a word with its synonym. However, word embeddings do not always align with human perception. For instance, two synonymous words might be far apart in the embedding space [9, 21, 40]. Even if they are close to each other, the tiny distance between the embeddings can be enough to mislead the trained model [38]. Adversarial examples have long been used to make trained models robust against small input differences and perturbations (noise). It has been shown to provide additional regularization capabilities beyond that brought by the use of dropout alone [13].

We leverage adversarial learning to enhance the robustness of SACCS’s tagger against input noise. We generate adversarial examples that are close to the original inputs and that should share the same label sequence (i.e. aspect/opinion tags), yet are specifically designed to fool the model into tagging them otherwise. The creation of these adversarial inputs is enabled by the introduction of small worst case perturbations bounded by a chosen perturbation set, to decrease the model’s ability to predict correctly. The tagger is then trained on a mixture of clean and adversarial examples to enhance its stability and robustness against potential input perturbation. The objective function is thus the following:

$$\min_{\theta} [\alpha.l(h_\theta(x), y) + (1 - \alpha).\max_{\delta \in \mathcal{A}(x)} l(h_\theta(x + \delta), y)]$$

where $h_\theta$ is the tagging model with $\theta$ being the corresponding parameters. $l$ is the loss function and $\mathcal{A}(x)$ is the set of perturbations allowed for the input sequence $x$. In this work, we use the $l_\infty$ ball: $\mathcal{A}(x) = \{\delta : ||\delta||_\infty < \epsilon\}$ where $\epsilon$ is a hyperparameter to be tuned. Equation 6 assumes the perturbations to be applied directly on the embeddings as has been done in [38]. Solving such an objective function exactly is intractable in complex networks. Consequently, by leveraging Danskin’s theorem [6], we can first solve the inner maximization independently to find $\delta^*$ that maximizes the adversarial loss, and then adding $\delta^*$ to the input to solve the outer minimization objective.

$$\delta^* = \arg\max_{||\delta||_\infty < \epsilon} l(h_\theta(x + \delta), y)$$

$$\min_{\theta} [\alpha.l(h_\theta(x), y) + (1 - \alpha).l(h_\theta(x + \delta^*), y)]$$

Finding an exact solution for $\delta^*$ is also an intractable problem for complex models. We approximate $\delta^*$ by assuming a linear tendency for the adversarial loss inside the norm-ball. We thus use the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) suggested by [13] to find a decent solution in an efficient way. The computation of $\delta^*$ is given by:

$$\delta^* = \epsilon \cdot \text{sign}(g)$$

where $g = \nabla_g l(h_\theta(x + \delta), y)$. In Equation 8, the first loss is the clean loss, while the second loss represents its adversarial counterpart. The parameter $\alpha$ denotes how much weight we give to the adversarial example with respect to the original one. Figure 4 illustrates the entire adversarial learning component.
We design two types of unsupervised heuristics for pairing. The first category is based on constituency parse trees [24, 25, 41] while the second utilizes the attention mechanism [17].

### 5.1 Pairing Heuristics

We design two types of unsupervised heuristics for pairing. The first category is based on constituency parse trees [24, 25, 41] while the second utilizes the attention mechanism [17].

#### Heuristic based on parse trees

The first method is a rule-based method. The intuition behind it is that associated aspects and opinions should be close to each other in the parse tree of the input sentence. We start by building the parse tree and then apply a greedy strategy that maps each aspect term to the "closest" opinion term in the parse tree. Given that a single aspect can be mapped to multiple opinions, we use this heuristic twice: from aspects to opinions and then from opinions to aspects. For example, in "The staff is friendly and professional. The decor is beautiful" when relying on word distance alone, because professional is closer to decor than to staff.

In this section, we first describe the two novel heuristics that we propose to pair aspects with opinions (Section 5.1). Although these heuristics can be directly used as an unsupervised pairing model, in Section 5.2, we discuss how they are used in a supervised model.

#### Heuristic based on BERT attention heads

The idea behind using BERT attention heads for pairing is motivated by the downstream task of tagging aspects and opinions. BERT leverages its attention heads in a way that makes aspects attend to the rightful opinion (that of the highest attention).

Fortunately, BERT is an attention-based model, and we have already trained on aspect/opinion extraction as explained in Section 4. We hypothesize that, while learning the downstream task of tagging aspects and opinions, BERT leverages its attention heads in a way that makes aspects attend to the rightful opinions, and vice versa. Figure 5 confirms our hypothesis. It illustrates one attention head of BERT. Each row in the figure is the attention distribution of the corresponding word over the entire input sequence; the darker the color, the higher the attention. In the figure, food is darkest at delicious, meaning that food’s attention to delicious is very high. In the same spirit, both staff and decor attend to amazing. Thus, BERT attention heads act as simple n-training-required classifiers that, given an aspect, output the most attended to opinion. We find that BERT heads capture various linguistic properties, some of which correspond remarkably well to the notion of pairing aspects with opinions. The best head we found for pairing has an accuracy of 82.62% on the pairing test set (Section 6.4), which is excellent given the quasi-none effort this method needs.

### 5.2 Supervised Learning-based Approach for Pairing

We also provide a supervised learning alternative to the problem of pairing. We formulate our pairing objective as a classification problem. Given an input sentence $s_i$ (e.g., "The food is delicious and the staff are friendly") and a short phrase $p_j$ (e.g., "delicious food"), the classifier classifies $p_j$ as being a correct extraction from $s_i$ or not. To use this classifier with SACCs, we first use the tagger to extract aspects and opinions from $s_i$. We then construct all possible pairs from the sets of aspects and opinions regardless of their soundness. For example, suppose we have food and staff as aspects, and delicious and friendly as opinions. The list of all possible pairings is: $P_{all} = \{["delicious food", "delicious staff", "friendly food", "friendly staff"]\}$. We feed $s_i$ with each pair from $P_{all}$ into the classifier, and consider it as a correct extraction if the classifier returns a positive label.

---

*In the context of this work, these short phrases are subjective tags.*
We use data programming [2, 49] in order to create the dataset necessary to train such a classifier. The entire pipeline is illustrated in Figure 6. First, a set of labeling functions [2, 48, 49] use the heuristics described in Section 5.1 in order to independently assign a label to every \((s_i, p_i)\) pair. These labeling functions are considered weak supervision sources.

The second step in the pipeline aggregates the labels from the labeling functions to construct a single overall label for every \((s_i, p_i)\) pair, based on agreements and disagreements between labeling functions. This is generally achieved with generative models which, by aggregating enough datapoints, end up creating a decent labeled training dataset. Finally, we use this dataset to train a discriminative model. In our case, it’s the classifier discussed above. It is important to note that, in our case, we have a working solution for pairing aspects with opinions at each step of the pipeline. However, experiments show that committing to the entirety of the pipeline and using the discriminative model (and thus the supervised model) drives a considerable boost in pairing accuracy when compared to the unsupervised methods.

In the following, we describe the labeling functions, the generative and discriminative models we use in the supervised learning-based pairing pipeline.

**Labeling functions for the pairing pipeline.** A labeling function in SACCS’s pairing module has the same interface as the classifier, i.e. expects a sentence \(s_i\) and a phrase \(p_i\) as input, and outputs a binary label telling whether \(p_i\) is a legit extraction from \(s_i\). All labeling functions are based on the heuristics presented in Section 5.1. To transform each heuristic \(H_j\) into a labeling function \(L_j\), we follow the procedure below:

1. Extract all aspects and opinions from \(s_i\) using SACCS’s tagger.
2. Use \(H_j\) to find the pairs \(P_{H_j}\) as detailed in Section 5.1.
3. If the short phrase \(p_i\) belongs to the set of constructed pairs \(P_{H_j}\), output 1. Otherwise, return 0.

We use seven different labeling functions: two are based on the parse tree method (the first from aspects to opinions, the second the other way around) while the remaining five rely on BERT attention scores employing different heads. The choice of attention heads has been made after a qualitative analysis.

**Generative model for the pairing pipeline.** We use the generative model proposed by Snorkel [48] in our pipeline. Snorkel is a data programming framework that integrates the noisy signals of multiple labeling functions to estimate the true label class [48]. Snorkel offers two mechanisms for aggregation. The simplest is a majority vote model where each labeling function is regarded as an independent voter. The chosen label for each datapoint is the most agreed upon by labeling functions. The other method incorporates statistical properties of labeling functions such as accuracies and correlations. Snorkel then trains a probabilistic graphical model to generate the true labels without access to ground truth data. Training is based on agreements and disagreements between the different labeling functions as dictated by data programming. Although the authors of Snorkel state that the probabilistic generative model works better in practice than the majority vote, we found the latter to be more accurate.

We can directly use the generative model to extract subjective tags from review sentences. However, a better use of data programming lies in the automatic creation of labelled training data to train a subsequent discriminative model. The advantages of doing so are twofold: First, the discriminative model generalizes beyond the scope of examples fed to the labeling functions. Second, the discriminative model is faster to execute because the generative model loops through all labeling functions and aggregates their outputs, whereas the discriminative model only uses one forward pass in case of neural networks.

**Discriminative model for the pairing pipeline.** We train a simple two-layer neural network with a sigmoid activation function. We encode \(s_i\) and \(p_i\) using BERT embeddings. We train the classifier with the training data that has been automatically created with the procedure explained in the previous sections. Our experiments confirm that the discriminative model outperforms the generative one, as has been found in [48].

### 6 EXPERIMENTS

We first begin by showing our experimental settings before describing the experiments that we conducted. The first set of experiments evaluates the overall performance of SACCS and compares it to two baselines (Section 6.2). We then move to assess the quality of SACCS components. We evaluate the sequence tagger in Section 6.3 and the pairing mechanism in Section 6.4.

#### 6.1 Experimental Settings

**Datasets.** We apply SACCS to the domain of restaurants whose online reviews we get from the publicly available Yelp Dataset [1]. Since it covers a wide array of businesses, we filter it to only keep reviews about Italian restaurants in Montreal, resulting in 280 entities (restaurants) with 7061 reviews. To train the aspect/opinion tagger, we use the training dataset created by [31] that contains 800 sentences, wherein each token is accompanied by its label. For pairing, we use the same training dataset as in [31] but without the labels since we augment the data and infer the labels with Snorkel [48].

**Processing.** We implemented SACCS in Python using standard packages such as PyTorch [42] for neural networks, HuggingFace transformers library [57] for BERT, NLTK [34] for textual preprocessing and SciKit-Learn [43] for evaluation metrics. In order to incorporate domain knowledge into BERT, we directly use the models for restaurants published on Huggingface community hub by [58]. For adversarial training, we fix the value of \(\alpha\) to 0.5 (Equation 8) while we vary \(\epsilon\) between \([0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0]\).

#### 6.2 Comparing SACCS with Baselines

In this experiment, we evaluate the overall performance of SACCS, and then compare it to two strong baselines. The evaluation works as follows: we first prepare a set of subjective tags as a test...
Preparation of subjective tags. Since there is no benchmark for subjective tags, we had to create our own. [39] identified the most important features restaurant seekers consider when choosing a restaurant. These features include "delicious food", "creative cooking", "varied menu", "romantic ambiance"... We chose 18 of them to serve as our subjective tags for testing purposes. We then construct combinations of these tags by uniform random sampling. Each combination will form a potential subjective user utterance. For example, if random sampling puts together the tags "clean plates" and "quick service", it works as if a user gave the following utterance to the system: "I am looking for a restaurant that delivers a quick service with clean plates." The number of tags per combination depends on the level of difficulty of the query (utterance). In this experiment, we set 3 levels of difficulty: Short with either 1 or 2 tags; Medium with 3 or 4; Long with 5 or 6 tags. Each set (level of difficulty) contains 100 queries (combinations).

Evaluation metrics. To measure how well the entities returned by SACCs and the baselines satisfy the queries in the test set, we use the well-known Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [5] which is a measure of ranking quality. Formally, this metric computes the quality of a ranked list and divides it by that of the ideal ordering, thus giving a score between 0 and 1, the higher the better. For illustration purposes, assume that there are 10 entities to rank in the test set. All the scores and then computing the DCG. Finally, we take the arithmetic mean over all queries to compute the quality of the entire test set.

Ground truth. We obtain the ground truth $\text{sat}(q_j, e_j)$ of subjective tag $q_j$ and entity $e_j$ via crowdsourcing. We give each worker a tag $q_j$ and one review $r^j_k$ from the set of online reviews corresponding to entity $e_j$. The crowdsourcing task is to inspect the review $r^j_k$ and tell whether it mentions the tag $q_j$ or not. The worker must assign each pair of review/tag a relevance score among the following: 0 for no relevance, $\frac{1}{2}$ for weak relevance, $\frac{3}{2}$ for strong relevance and 1 for perfect relevance. As an example, given the review sentence "The food is very delicious but the service is terrible", the tag great food should be marked as perfectly relevant, nice decor not relevant while slow service as weakly relevant because the slowness of the service is somewhat related to it being terrible. For each review/tag pair, we ask three different workers to provide labels, from which we take the majority vote, resulting in $\text{sat}(q_j, r^j_k)$ relevance scores. To obtain $\text{sat}(q_j, e_j)$, we take the mean of $\text{sat}(q_j, r^j_k)$ across the reviews of the same entity $e_j$. The crowdsourcing experiment has been conducted on Yandex Toloka platform$^6$.

Baselines. We compare SACCs to two baselines: an Information Retrieval (IR) system and a custom simulation (SIM). The IR baseline uses Okapi BM25 [5] retrieval model. We follow the work of [11] and add the capability to expand the terms of the query into synonymous and related terms, as well as select the best query combination method they found to make the IR system more competitive.

SIM represents what a determined and tireless user can get from Yelp or other similar online services. Because these services provide a set of queryable attributes (such as NoiseLevel, Ambiance or GoodForGroups), the user might filter the search results with the attributes she thinks closely resemble her subjective preferences. For example, if she is interested in quiet restaurants, she can set the attribute NoiseLevel to calm and the attribute GoodForGroups to False in Yelp’s interface. She can also rank the results by star rating. SIM is a simulation of such behavior. We assume that the user can choose one or two attributes from Yelp’s interface at a time. SIM computes all possible combinations of attribute values and selects the one that maximizes the NDCG score, thus finding the best top-k results that satisfy the subjective queries. It’s needless to say that SIM constitutes a very strong baseline to compare SACCs against.

Comparison and analysis. Table 2 reports the NDCG scores of the three systems on the test set. Each column corresponds to the level of difficulty, that is Short, Medium or Long. The first row shows the quality of the IR system. The following two lines are variations of SIM using only one attribute, or a combination of two separate attributes. The last 3 rows describe the performance of SACCs, each time with a different number of subjective tags present in the index. This is to simulate the adaptive capability of SACCs as interactions with users unfold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM - 1 att</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM - 2 atts</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACCs - 6 tags</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACCs - 12 tags</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACCs - 18 tags</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.928</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^6$https://toloka.yandex.com
determined user that runs through all possible combinations of queryable attributes that online services such as Yelp offer. To make the evaluation challenging, we take the combination that maximizes the NDCG score, thus reflecting the best result a user can have when interacting with Yelp’s interface. As shown on the table, considering two attributes yields better results than one attribute, but with diminishing returns. That is why we don’t bother searching the space of more than two attributes, which adds a non-negligible amount of computation. SACC outruns SIM with 2 attributes by a margin between 1.7% and 2.0%.

Even with a small number of tags in the index, the performance of SACC is comparable to that of IR or SIM. This is especially the case at the initialization of the index, where it finds itself nearly empty (in Table 2, the index contains 6 tags only). However, as SACC interacts with users, it extracts new subjective tags from user utterances and adds them to the index in a dynamic and adaptive way. This experiment demonstrates that adding more tags to the index improves the overall accuracy (improvement between 3.2% and 3.9%), and confirms that SACC adapts to new user needs.

We also observe that, for all three systems, accuracy increases with a higher number of subjective criteria. We hypothesize that with more subjective tags, the list of restaurants which verify with a higher number of subjective criteria. We hypothesize that, since the Electronics dataset contains many technical terms such as brand names and numerical references, it needs to match the exact terms present in the ground truth. We compare our tagger against two strong baselines: OpineDB’s tagger [31] which is a BERT-based solution that outperformed previous works in the literature [55, 56] and currently enjoys state of the art performance. We also enhance OpineDB’s tagger with the domain-specific fine-tuning strategy suggested by [58] to make it even stronger (OpineDB + DK in Table 4).

We evaluate our adversarial tagging model with different sizes of perturbations (values) as shown in Table 3, but we fix \( \varepsilon = 0.5 \) (Equation 8) across all runs. The models are trained for 15 epochs.

The adversarial tagging model beats state of the art performance in all four datasets with an improvement ranging from 1.53% to 4.93%. As shown in the table, fine-tuning BERT with domain knowledge (DK) improves the performance by up to 2.23%, confirming the findings of [58] on aspect-based sentiment analysis. However, the boost of domain fine-tuning is not enough to outperform the adversarial training component, motivating the integration of adversarial examples in deep learning models. We also note that the adversarial component works better for smaller datasets (S4). We believe this is due to the regularization capabilities adversarial training provides as a counter-measure against overfitting beyond what is already ensured with dropout. We also notice that the tagging model performs best with lower perturbation sizes (\( \varepsilon \in [0, 0.2, 0.5] \)), in which case the adversarial examples remain "closer" to the original ones, in contrast to large perturbation sizes (\( \varepsilon \in [1.0, 2.0] \)) that can lead the model to exhibit poor accuracy. The issue of large \( \varepsilon \) values is especially noticeable with the Electronics dataset (S2) where \( \varepsilon = 1.0 \) makes the adversarial model worse than OpineDB’s baseline. We hypothesize that, since the Electronics dataset contains many technical terms such as brand names and numerical references, adding slight perturbations can change the meaning of terms completely while keeping the same labels, leading to the model’s poor performance.

These results are very promising in the context of task-oriented dialog systems. Since chatbots should cover a wide array of domains, they need to be trained and fine-tuned for every single one of them. This task implies the creation of various datasets that are large enough to ensure a decent learning. Fortunately, Table 4 shows that our tagging model is efficient even with small training data (S4), thus eliminating the need to build large and costly datasets.

### 6.4 Pairing Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the pairing model. We use the test benchmark created by [31] and employed to conduct their own experiments. Each test example consists of a review sentence (e.g., “The food is delicious and the staff is helpful”), a tag (“delicious staff”) and the label is whether the tag is a correct
Table 5: Evaluation of the pairing models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OpinionDB</td>
<td>85.87</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lf_bert_7:10</td>
<td>82.62</td>
<td>93.02</td>
<td>78.36</td>
<td>85.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lf_bert_3:10</td>
<td>74.56</td>
<td>91.54</td>
<td>68.66</td>
<td>78.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lf_bert_3:8</td>
<td>68.26</td>
<td>91.76</td>
<td>58.21</td>
<td>71.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lf_bert_4:6</td>
<td>75.82</td>
<td>93.00</td>
<td>69.40</td>
<td>74.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lf_bert_8:9</td>
<td>77.33</td>
<td>94.95</td>
<td>70.15</td>
<td>80.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lf_tree_op</td>
<td>74.06</td>
<td>92.31</td>
<td>67.16</td>
<td>77.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lf_tree_as</td>
<td>76.07</td>
<td>91.00</td>
<td>71.64</td>
<td>80.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority Vote</td>
<td>84.10</td>
<td>97.20</td>
<td>78.70</td>
<td>87.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probabilistic Model</td>
<td>82.40</td>
<td>96.10</td>
<td>75.40</td>
<td>85.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discriminative</td>
<td>86.90</td>
<td>92.52</td>
<td>87.69</td>
<td>90.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We take the accuracy score of OpinionDB pairing method directly from their paper [31] as we use the same test set. However, they do not report their precision, recall and F1 scores. In Table 5, if bert_1h corresponds to the labeling function that is based on BERT using the attention head number h at layer l, If tree_op is the labeling function that uses the parse tree and that goes from each opinion to its closest aspect. lf tree_as travels from aspects to opinions. We train the model with Booking.com dataset for hotels.

SACCS’ pairing model outperforms that of [31] by a margin of 3.03% in accuracy. This result confirms the effectiveness of data programming and weak supervision, and shows that really robust and efficient deep learning models can be designed with little effort and much less resources rather than relying on costly manual annotation. In Table 5, the labeling functions have different accuracies but they all suffer from low recall. We believe this phenomenon is due to the fact that labeling functions are simple heuristics in the first place, and thus fail to cover the entirety of the input space. On the other hand, they all enjoy very high precision, ranging from 91.00% to 95.02%. This insight sheds some light on the nature of our labeling functions and suggests to direct future work on designing heuristics that are less-precise but wide-reaching in order to balance precision and recall ratios.

The generative models in Table 5 inherit the high precision of the labeling functions, with the probabilistic model scoring an outstanding 98.10%. However, they also drag the low recall, but are better in general than labeling functions when taken separately. This is due to the nature of generative models which maximize the benefits of labeling functions while minimizing their risk by combining and integrating their respective labels. Our findings support the original statements of [48]. Nevertheless, the experiment shows that the majority vote model surpasses the probabilistic graphical model in terms of accuracy, unlike what [48] reported. One explanation for this is that our labeling functions are already accurate enough and have comparable F1 scores, leading to similar votes. Thus, consensus should be relatively easier to reach, translating to better accuracy. Finally, we find that the discriminative model is the top scoring model in both accuracy, recall and F1, because it has been trained in a supervised fashion. Rather than depending on labeling functions to provide noisy labels, the discriminative model analyzes the feature space and generalizes its classification decisions to new and potentially unseen input; hence the high recall.

7 CONCLUSION
We proposed SACCS: a Natural Language Understanding module for task-oriented dialog systems which allows to recognize the subjective signals in user utterances and filter search results accordingly. SACCS is based on the inverted index data structure and mines subjective information from online reviews. We propose a novel subjective tag extraction pipeline that is robust against variations of natural language. We also propose two novel heuristics for pairing an aspect to an opinion. These heuristics aim to overcome the limitation of word-based distance approaches for pairing an aspect term to an opinion term. We also performed extensive evaluation of the proposed subjective tag extraction and pairing techniques. The performed experiments show that these techniques outperform existing approaches.

The advancements brought by SACCS are promising, albeit far from perfect. As future work, we plan to investigate the incorporation of search automata as a substitute for inverted indexes. Subjective digital assistants should be able to take into account user profiles and adjust their search and interaction behavior accordingly. We also plan to extend the robustness of the proposed techniques to cater for biased or fraudulent online reviews. For instance, a reviewer might have been paid by a business owner to write positive reviews about it, or negative reviews about its competitors. We have to differentiate between truthful and fake reviews in order to provide a transparent search experience for users. Finally, given the importance of thresholds in similarity assessments, it would be useful for SACCS to adjust these dynamically depending on the semantics of the subjective tags being compared.
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